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Falcon icers 1 team in collegiate hockey
by Slave Qulnn
sports reporter

LAKE PLACID, N.Y. - It took four
overtime periods to do it, but Bowling
Green's hockey team brought home a
national championship when they defeated the University of Minnesota at
Duluth 5-4 in last Saturday's
championship game here.
Sophomore Gino Cavallini clinched
the title for BG, when he backhanded
a Dan Kane pass into the UM-D net
with 7:11 expired in the fourth overtime. Earlier in the season Cavallini
recorded the winning goal against
Ohio State in overtime.
"The first thing that came to my
mind was Terry Flanagan (assistant
coach) telling us to break for the net,"
Cavallini said of his winning goal.
"Everything we worked for all year
came out In the overtime."
Overtime situations are nothing
new to the Falcons as it was their
tenth game to end in a tie after
regulation play. The last three seasons have ended in overtime, but this
year the icers did it on a winning note.
The win marks the first time BG
and the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association
has won a national title.
« m

In the league's 13-year history, a
second place finish by Northern Michigan in I960 was the best a CCHA team
has done in national competition.
"It's great for us to have it," BG
head coach Jerry York said. "The
goal of every coach is to win the
national title. Not many teams have
been able to win a national title."
Before Cavallini performed his heroics, the Bulldogs forced the Falcons
to come from behind and overcome a
two-goal deficit with just J :05 remaining in the game.
Senior Peter Wilson brought the
Falcons within one when he picked up
the rebound off Mike Pikul's shot
from the point. Wilson, who has had a
rough year offensively, began the
game on the fourth line, but was
moved up to play on the same line as
Kane and Cavallini.
"Pete did a nice job," York said.
"It's great for him (Wilson) to score.
He'll be able to go out and talk about
this game for the rest of his life."
John Samanski knotted the score at
four. Wayne Wilson dumped the puck
in the Bulldog zone and goalie Rick
Kosti tried to gain possession but the
puck bounced away from Kosti and
Samanski scored with 1:47 left in
regulation
play.
- -

The comeback marked the 16th
time BG has overcome a deficit and
eventually won. Besides offensive
gems by Samanski and Wilson, strong
defense sparked the Falcons' rally,
including 17 saves by goalie Gary
Kruzich.
Kruzich made a total of 32 saves
including two shorthanded breakaways in the second and third overtime. The freshman goaltender
earned the tournament's Most Valuable Player award for his Strong
performance in the nets.
"He played outstanding," York
said. "He really made some tremendous saves."
The defense could also be found on
the blueline in seniors W. Wilson,
Pikul, Garry Galley and Dave Ellett.
Both Galley and Ellett were selected
to the all-tournament team, rounding
off the BG selections for the all-tournament team.
"We had to dig down deep." Ellett
said. "There was so much exhaustion
and excitement built up, that when
the puck went in I felt so much relief."
Galley got the Falcons going early
in the first period when he received a
Dave O'Bnan pass from behind the
net to give the Falcons a 1-0 lead. The
junior from Ottawa produced a goal
see
v.iinriro oaae
See CHAMPS
oaae 7i . . .

York praises seniors'ability

by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

Bowling Green's Head Hockey
Coach Jerry York did not participate
in the joyous homecoming celebration
for his NCAA championship team
because he went to Troy, N.Y., to
watch seniors John Samanski, Dave
O'Brian and Mike Pikul compete in
the East-West All-star game.
When be did return, he was all
smiles in a press conference held
yesterday afternoon at Dort L. Perry
Stadium. One of the topics dicussed
was the eight graduating seniors and
their contribution to the team over the
last four years.
He began by discussing the roles of
co-captains Wayne Wilson and Mike
Pikul by citing their leadership abilities.
"Wayne came from a program
(Guelph Holody Platers) that had a
lot of success, York said. "He was
our leader at that level and he brought
it with him. Mike was very similar to
Wayne in leadership area."
Wilson finished his career with per-

fect game attendance over his fouryear career, playing in a total of 165
games.
York discussed linemates Tim
Hack, Dave O'Brian, and Perry
Braun. also known as the "fossil
line," because it is an all-senior line.
York rendered all three seniors'
services in the penalty killing situations, and they aided the Falcons in
allowing power play goals in only 35 of
202 attempts for a 17.3 percentage.
During the season, O'Brian and
Braun scored two and one shorthanded goals, respectively. Hack received further praise for his strong
academic (3.97 grade point average in
accounting) performance and his
forechecklng ability.
One senior, Nick Bandescu, played
only three years because an knee
injury at the beginning of last year
sidelined him for the entire season.
The Falcon speedster tried out for
the team his freshman year without a
scholarship, but soon earned a scholarship and a spot on the team. He is
also a penalty killer.
Bandescu's linemate, Peter Wilson,

had a rough season offensively, uirt
York considers him to be a valuable
player because of his perseverance in
sticking with the team and not givng
up. He ended his career on awinning
note by scoring in the championship
game.
"He (Wilson) was a real help for us
in the tournament," York said. "He
played his best game of the year and
was a major factor of the
(championship) game."
The final play erdiscussed was John
Samanski, who York considers the
most talented senior.
"He overcame the academic problems be had, and stayed with it and
will get his degree," York said. "That
is very noteworthy for John."

However, York said, there is more
than on-ice talent to this senior class.
"Other coaches look at (underclassmen) players like (Dan) Kane,
(Dave) Ellett, (Garry) Galley," York
said. But, "the seniors share a winning feeling, and gotbetter as a group.
You just can't replace that kind of
impact."

bg news staff/sue Cross

Welcome home icers!

Dan Kane (right), center for the icers, playfully rubs the head of Wayne Collins, goalie, at the
Ice Arena where the team was welcomed back late Monday night. Collins made a challenge along
with Gary Kruzich, also a goalie, that they would get mohawks if the team won the quarter
finals and advanced to Lake Placid.

Ohio senator's aide initiated investigation into Meese's finances
WASHINGTON (AP) - Roy Meyers
was going out for ice on Super Bowl
Sunday when his life took a sudden
turn. That was when the aide to Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum first heard that
Edwin Meese in would be nominated
as attorney general.
For Meyers, the development
touched off two trips to the West
Coast, a string of 16-hour workdays,
several all-night writing sessions ana
non-stop telephone calls as he began
digging into the White House counselors background in preparation for
Senate Judiciary Committee confirmation bearings.
Metzenbaum, Meese's chief critic

on the committee, subsequently
brought out that Meese received loans
or outer favorable financial treatment from people who later got government jobs during the Reagan
administration. The allegations were
first detailed in 77ie Cleveland Plain
Denier.
Metzenbaum's information was followed by other revelations such as
Meese's knowledge, if any, that papers had been purloined in 1980 from
President Carter's election campaign; Meese's failure to pay income
taxes in 1961 and 1962 on interest
earned by his account in the White
House Federal Credit Union, and his
failure to list a f 15,000 loan in finan-

cial disclosure forms.
Meanwhile, confirmation hearings
have been suspended while the Justice Department conducts a preliminary investigation into whether there
are grounds to appoint a special prosecutor in the case.
MEYERS, the senator's press secretary, said his role in the case began
when Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, returned
to Washington a day after the Jan. 22
report of Meese's nomination. He said
the senator wanted to be actively
involved in the hearings and wanted
"good, hard-line questions."
"I think Metzenbaum's feeling
was... be did not feel Ed Meese had

sufficient stature, whatever, to be the
attorney general of the United
States," Meyers said.
Meyers remembers Metzenbaum
as saying: "I personally don't think
he should be attorney general, and I
think we have to look at other areas if
we're going to try to make an issue of
it, change some votes. Pure and simple."
"He didn't say anything like 'Go out
and dig up dirt' or anything like that,"
Meyers said.
"I concluded in Sacramento, when I
was leaving there, that there was not
much hidden background ... in either Oakland or Sacramento," Meyers, a political reporter with 77Je

Cleveland Press said before coming
to Washington. "In fact, you couldn't
find a more straight-up type, in everything I found, in Ed and Ursula
Meese."
But he said a comment someone
had made at the time stuck in his
mind -"San Diego is the place where
they stash Republicans between elections."
So for the next two days, Meyers
combed the San Diego area, and even
went out to see the house the Meeses'
had sold for $307,500 after moving to
Washington.
"I couldn't get down near the house
because of a doberman pinscher in

the next yard," Meyers said. But he
said a realtor told turn no homes in the
neighborhood were worth $300,000.
''Right away, that got me very
interested," Meyers added.
"What we did was take things that
were out there in the record, discovered more about them and put them
together in a package," he said. "And
it suddenly became, obviously, a pattern."
Meyers then met with Metzenbaum
in Cleveland, and together they compiled a notebook of material and discussed strategy for the upcoming
hearings.

Voting for new USG elections scheduled for Thursday
by Marcy Grande
staff reporter
. The invalidation of Undergraduate Student Government elections, and the subsequent
rescheduling, has resulted in aggravation and inconvenience for
thepresidential candidates.
The new election for president/vice president and at-large
representatives will be Thursday,
March 29. The original elections
were invalidated March 14, when
more ballots were collected than
could be verified.
According to Howard Ishiyama,
chief officer of USG legislative
affairs, some of the student volunteers who manned the polling
booths neglected to have voters
sign the computer print-outs.
Joe Gierlach, USG presidential
candidate, expressed his displeasure at the invalidation and rescheduling.

"It is obvious that Brian (Baird,
USG president) and those he appointed to the election board have
turned the election into a threering circus," Gierlach said.
Pete Banner, USG presidential
candidate griped about the time
needed to campaign again. "One
day isn't much," Banner said.
The combination of spring
break and reduced campaign
time, Banner fears the election
may turn into a popularity conBanner said the rescheduling
does not take into account the
time commitment involved, time
that is needed to campaign again.
"I have classes all day Thursday and so does Karen (Christ, his
running mate), Banner said.
According to presidential candidate Bob Wade, the rescheduling
of the elections is more of a drain
financially, academically and socially, but Wade said how people

will vote will make no difference
at this point.
''Cindy (Smith, his running
mate), and myself campaigned
extensively beforehand, so we are
not worried," Wade said.
Wade said he and Smith will be
having people stationed around
campus to pass out more handbills during Thursday's elections.
Despite the extra campaigning
and time invested by candidates,
they have managed to maintain
faith in their constituents.
"Hopefully those students that
believed in our leadership, experience and honest campaigning" will
vote again on Thursday," Gierlach said.
Wade added. "Cindy and I are
keeping our high spirits." Wade
Ishiyama said voting will take
place in the Union Foyer from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. at the Main Library. There

will be only one polling booth at
each place because the board
members themselves will man
the booths to make sure all goes
well.
And there are only about nine
board members, Ishiyama said.

"We are trying to alleviate the
problem with co-workers who did
not have voters sign computer
print-outs (to verify they nave
voted)," Ishiyama said. So this
time we (members of the election
board) will man the polls ourselves."
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Ishiyama said for the invalidated election, students volunteered to man the polls.
"There were instruction sheets,
but apparently they were not followed, he said. 'This time, we
will be very strict and make sure
nothing goes wrong," he said.

weather

• Secretary of State Sberrod Brown
is behind a new bill aimed at putting a limit on the amount of money
spent during state election campaigns. Page 3.
• Lowell Randall is buzzing about
his hobby - beekeeping. Page 4.
• BG's women's gymnastics team
took fifth place in the NCAA regionals. Page 8.

Mostly cloudy with a high in the low
40"s A chance ol rain by evening
with an overnight low in the 30's.
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—editorial— Senate's record below Meese's
by Parry Will*

Congratulations to
national champions
Gino Cavallini's game winning goal in the fourth overtime
of the NCAA hockey championship gave the Falcons
more than a national championship. The goal also proved to
the nation that the Bowling Green hockey program is a force
to be reckoned with and that the denial of a bid to last year's
post season tournament was a mistake.
The victory had to be sweet, for York and his troops, who
after skating to one of their most impressive seasons last
year, were denied a chance for the national title. The Falcons
responded this year by spending much of the season at the
number one position in the polls and posting the top record of
any team in the nation for the second consecutive year.
Although the whole team skated well, special recognition
goes to freshman goalie Gary Kruzich, who was awarded the
Most Valuable Player honors for the tournament. Although in
his rookie season, Kruzich played like a seasoned veteran,
never succumbing to the pressure of the extended
championship. In the third period alone, the freshman made
five key saves to keep the Falcons alive.
Special recognition also should go to Coach Jerry York. In
his five seasons here, York has kept Falcon hockey fans on
the edge of their seats by posting an impressive 118-73-12
record and winning the CCHA conference the last two years.
York adds this national championship to a list of his other
accomplishments, which includes the 1981-82 CCHA Coach Of
The Year. York has built a solid program here and has a
bright future ahead with Kruzich and 16 other icers returning.
There were critics this year as the team seemed to falter at
the end of the season, suffering disheartening losses in the
CCHA post-season tournament. But the critics have now been
put to rest. For 1983-84, Falcon hockey is king and the icers sit
atop the nation as its champions.

Endurance key to
Young's contract
by Art Buchwatd

you better play football, or we'll trade
you to the Alaska Eskimos. The owner
All I know about sports is what I didn't pay 40 million bucks to see his
read in the newspaper. The other day quarterback fall all over the ground.
Tan years later, at 60, Young, with
headlines bannered the signing at a
Brigham Young quarterback. Steve two artificial knees, two artificial hips
Young, for $40 million by the Los and one artificial shoulder, is still
Angeles Express, a USFL franchised calling signals for the Los Angeles
Express. He calls for a screen pass in
football team.
Details of the contract varied in the huddle, and then tries to hand off
different sports pages as to how the the baV to his fullback, whose assignmoney would be paid. The one story I ment is to block a tight end. The ball
read said the payout would be over a drops to the ground, Tampa recovers
period of 43 years. The article did not ana goes in for the score.
This is too much for the owner of the
indicate whether Mr. Young would
have to play for 43 years or not. But I Los Angeles Express who rushes
can't believe any professional football down from his box and starts chewing
owner shelling out 40 million bucks out Young.
would not expect a quarterback to
"What are you doing to me?" the
owner demands.
play out the full life of his contract.
Since Young is now 24-years-old, I
"I'm sorry, sir. It's just that it's
can see him playing up to his reputa- getting harder and harder for me to
remember
the plays."
tion for the first 15 years.
"That's what you're being paid for.
But then things could start getting a
little tough when he approaches the 40 Do you think I shelled out $40 million
for a quarterback that doesn'teven
mark.
The first sign that he isn't the quar- study his play book?"
"I study it, but I forget. Sir, is there
terback he used to be, might come in a
key game in 1999 against the Chicago any chance of getting out of my conBlitz. Young is intercepted for the tract?"
"A contract's a contract. You've
fourth time and his coach is steaming
still got eight years to go. I've got a lot
mad.
"What happened?" the coach of money invested in you, Young, and
I'm not going to let you go now. just
screams at him.
"I don't know. My shoulder seems when you're rutting your prime.
Eight years later, it's Young's last
to hurt. I could use a few weeks off."
"We cant give a $40 million quar- game.
He has had two cataract operations,
terback a few weeks off. You're costins us so much money we can't afford a pacemaker implant, a kidney transa backup quarterback. Now you go plant, and is taken in and out of the
out there when we get the ball agam game in a wheelchair.
Two linemen have been assigned to
and get us three touchdowns."
Ten years later Young, at SO, his hold him up when he gets the ball. On
knees having been operated on 14 the first play the entire defensive line
times, hobbles on the field. He is of the Georgia Gorillas breaks
sacked nine times. A new coach is through and smashes Young to the
frothing at the mouth.
ground.
When he doesn't get up after five
"Why didn't you scramble on the
last play?" the coach cries.
minutes, the Express sends out the
"I tried to, but I just don't seem to paramedics who wheel him off the
have the moves I used to," Young field on a stretcher. As they work over
him, the reporters say to the owner,
says.
"Don't give me that. You're the "Was he worth $40 million?"
"In retrospect probably not. But
highest-paid quarterback in football.
We wouldn't nave signed you if we you never know about these things
until you play the guy for awhile."
thought you couldn't scramble."
"My knees are killing me."
"Well give you another operation Buchwald is a columnist for the Los
when the season is over. But right now Angeles Times Syndicate

—Edaor
Managing Editor
AaM. Managing Edaor
NeweEdanr
Edaorlal Editor
Sporta Edaor
Chret Copy Editor
Copy Edaor
Studant Adv. Mgr

federal mail. Then the man who lent
Meese's wife an unreported and interest-free $15,000, also joined the government. That makes five people who
went on the federal payroll after
being helpfully involved in Ed
Meese's personal finances.
Well, what was wrong with that?
Isn't it nice that Meese has so much
energy left over, after helping Ronald
Reagan run the world, that he can act
as a talent scout for the government?
Since his own finances need so much
help, he is bound to run across people
good at fixing such matters. Why
deprive the government of their

If you wanted to give money to Ed
Meese, you had to stand in line. But
that was all right, since you shavedoff time you might have spent standing in line for a federal lob.
A bank in California is not, on the
face of it, a prime fishing pool for
diplomatic talent. But when it is the
bank that carried Meese's California
house without mortgage payments for
a year and a half, and you find a bank
official becoming an alternate delegate to the United Nations. Another
official of the same bank became
chairman of the board for a federal
But, no, Meese will not take credit
bank that handles - you guessed it as a one-man employment agency. He
mortgages.
The man who gave money so that claims not to know how well a path is
Meese's California home could be worn from his bank books to the
sold, became an Interior Department Comment's ledgers. Everyone does
favors, but he is so unfriendly
official. Meese's tax accountant
joined the board of governors for the that he does not even advert to the

good luck of people who have been
nice to him - this despite the fact that
the man who loaned money to Mrs.
Meese admits that he raised with Mr.
Meese the subject of the nine-year
appointment he got with the Postal
Service.
It Is not that all those people were
doing favors so minor that Meese
would not even notice them. Without
these friends' help, Meese could not
have lived on his government salary
of $60,000 since he owed $51,000 a year
on his houses alone. How could a man
who is supposedly savvy enough to
run the whole Justice Department,
have overlooked the fact that his
benefactors were beginning to staff
the government at so many levels?
It does not look good. Does that
mean that Edwin Meese should not
follow in the illustrious tradition of
John Mitchell at the Justice Department? It depends on what you think is

fair. Meese looks, at the very least,
inept. But most Reagan appointees
have that distinction. Alexander Haig
trailed a dark history of wiretapping
into the State Department. James
Watt was given guardianship of the
environment on the basis of a life
spent opposing environmental legislation. ''Judge1' Clark followed him
into that post with his non-existent
law degree.

It is rather late for the Senate to
develop scruples. It is said that a
president should have the cabinet he
wants, and this president clearly
wants an incompetent one. The Senate has accommodated him so far.
The Meese record is bad enough; but
the Senate is understandably touchy
on the matter of having a bad record.
Wills is a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate

Las Vegas prepares for strike
by Robert Macy
Eight years ago when the 26,000member Culinary Union went on
strike, owners of 11 of the largest
hotels on the glittering Strip turned
out the lights and closed their doors
for 15 days. The shutdown cost the
city $131 million.
Now, facing a Monday strike deadline, the resort owners say they won't
replay the 1976 scenario. They have
promised to fight the union, Nevada's
largest, by remaining open, hiring
new workers if needed and spending
extra on advertising in the city's top
tourism markets.
Union leaders have said that anyone who wants to work will have to
fight their way into and out of the
hotels.
"If labor and management do take
a hard line, you're going to have
confrontation," said Steve Waugh,
head of the uniform field services
division of the 1,585-member Metro
Police department.
Metro Police, preparing for a
"worst case" situation, are being
briefed in riot control training.
Behind the pre-strike rhetoric lies
an industry emerging from the effects
of the recession. Clark County casinos
rebounded last year with the highest
win level since 1960, raking in $1.9
billion. But the 7.7 percent increase is

letters
Author imposes beliefs
in school prayer letter
I am writing in response to Jerone
Stephen's article the ''Political use of
Superstition" which appeared in the
BG News on March 14. Stephens
started out by criticizing Reagan,
fundamentalists and all senators who
wanted to add the school prayer
amendment to the Constitution. Fortunately, in this great country, everyone has the right to criticize such
things as the proposed amendment,
but Mr. Stephens soon got off that
subject and instead went on an atheistic binge which cut into people on a
much more personal level.
Mr. Stephens goes far beyond a
general dislike for people who believe
in God; but he actually wants to
destroy them. I quote from his article: "What needs to be crushed, however, are the weak, the fearful, the
moral and the intellectually bankrupt
individuals or groups... " I commend Mr. Stephens for his tolerance.
Notice that he did not want to crush
these peoples' ideas: but he wanted to
crush the individuals.
Furthermore, Mr. Stephens exemplified the very thing which he condemned. His argument is a closeminded, immature one. He reiterates
the popular college-culture idea that
everyone who believes in God is not
intellectual - and that all intellectuals
dismiss God as an archaic myth. He
should look back in history at some of
the great "intellectually bankrupt
individuals." Albert Einstein knew
there was a God - as did Michelangelo, Shakespeare and countless others. Will Stephens dismiss them?
Does this illustrate what be claimed
"the intellectual weakness of religion"?
He also contends that these religious people "want to prey, as al-

far below the double-digit returns
hotel-casinos had become accustomed to in the late 1970s.
At the height of the recession in
1962, several thousand casino workers
were unemployed. Unemployment in
the area has since dipped from a high
of about 11 percent to below 8 percent.
April is one of the city's best tourism months; last April, for example,
accounted for 1.3 million of 1983's
record 12.4 million visitors.Some 85,000 conventioneers are already
booked for this April.
"We are prepared for the eventuality there will be a strike, and the
hotels will remain open," says Vincent Helm, executive director of the
Nevada Resort Association. The 21member NRA includes most major
Las Vegas resorts.
If the Culinary Union strikes, it
would empty the hotels of kitchen
employees, food servers, cocktail
servers, cashiers, porters, change
people, bellhops - most of the employees who make a hotel tick.
Their four-year contract expires
April 1 and workers voted overwhelmingly last week to authorize a walkout
April 2 if a new pact is not reached.
Also facing April 1 contract deadlines are unions representing a total
of 4,000 to 5,000 stagehands, musicians
and bartenders. They have indicated
they will follow the Culinary memmat -*

bers'direction.
NRA officials have said they will
hire workers to replace the strikers,
and have posted letters at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas offering
jobs to students. But Quinary President Joe Hays has warned those workers "would have to fight their way
into the hotels and well make 'em
fight their way out."
"People who want to go to work
have that right," Waugh said. "And
we'll protect that right**
Waugb's department began seminars Friday for supervisors coordinating the 950 uniformed officers who
would be called on to maintain order.
"We're going over equipment
needs, logistics, manpower, etc,"
Waugh said last week. "We've been
gearing up for this thing for a year. I
see a month of strike action before
they get down to serious negotiations.
I hope I'm wrong.
"We want to stay neutral, but we
will take appropriate action when
needed," Waugh said.
Complicating negotiations is the
fact the union's secretary-treasurer
Jeff McColl faces a bitter re-election
battle in May. His two opponents have
accused McColl of making concessions to the NRA, thus forcing McColl
into a more militant stance.
Both sides have been reluctant to
discuss the economic issues publicly.

=6

ways, upon the weak and the
defenseless - school children in this
case." He maintains that religion is
used to gain political control. I would
like to ask him how? How would
prayer in school benefit politicians? If
he is going to argue that religion
"controls people" then I could argue
that laws, traditions and accepted
standards of society should be thrown
out the window because they "control" me. What type of society does
Mr. Stephens want? On one hand he
states that religion is a tool used by
politicians to control people, and on
the other hand he says that he wants
to "crush" the weak and the intellectually bankrupt If that is not control,
then I do not know what is! What is
Mr. Stephens definition of "weak"
and "intellectually bankrupt" anyway? I have a strange feeling that be
means he wants to crush anyone who
does not believe as he does. If this is
the case, then perhaps he should
move to the Soviet Union.
Finally, Mr. Stephens said: "When
will a supposed god ever have the
intellectual, moral and intestinal fortitude to stand up and be counted by
people? " That day will surely come to
pass. And Mr. Stephens, I am just
thankful that I will not be in your
shoes when it does happen.
NicTD.RombeaJr.
231 Kohl Hall

Contact registrar to
transfer other credits
Students planning to attend another
college or university during the summer for the purpose of transferring
credit are urged to make an appointment in the Office of Registration and
Records concerning the transferability of courses from other institutions
to Bowling Green State University.

Before appointments can be made,
the summer schedule must be available from the institution the student
plans to attend. The student may
either check the list of schedules
available in the Office of Registration
and Records or may bring a personal
copy to the office for this purpose.
Transient permission cannot be given
by telephone. If a student is unable to
make an appointment with the Office
of Registration and Records staff,
then he/she should complete a Request for Transient Permission available in the Office of Registration and
Records or place the request in writing to the office.
Transient permission forms are issued to students who are in good
standing at Bowling Green State University and have at least a 2.0 accumulative average. In order to
transfer credit a grade of "C" or
higher or a Pass on a Pass/Fail
registration must be achieved for
each course to transfer. Transfer
credit will not affect the Bowling
Green State University accumulative
grade point average except when the
student is qualifying for membership
in an honor society or graduation with
honors (see Bulletin relative to honors). Transfer credit will not be
granted for any course previously
passed at Bowling Green State University - including courses passed
with a final grade of "D." Courses
may not be repeated at another institution for grade point average improvement at Bowling Green State
University.
Following the completion of Summer School work, students must request that an official transcript be
sent to the Office of Registration and
Records at Bowling Green State University.
Office of Registration and Records

although McColl said last week that
the union was seeking a wage increase of 5 to 6 percent and the owners
had offered only 1 percent.
Most of the bargaining so far, which
has taken place on a sporadic basis
over two months, has focused on NRA
demands for changes in work rules
that the owners claim are too costly.
Helm said the hotels simply want to
streamline a union contract that is
now "half an inch thick and places
restrictions on management's operation of its business."
Helm said current Culinary wages
range from $8 to $10 an hour in the
non-tip categories, $4.60 to $6.70 an
hour for workers who also receive
tips. He estimated that employees in
the tip categories earn at least $50
additional per eight-hour shift.
Echoes of possible labor strife are
being heard in other cities, where
union members have been distributing leaflets warning tourists not to
come to Las Vegas and walk into a
strike.
The city's Convention Authority has
responded by working up a $158,000
advertising campaign that includes a
chef saying "Las Vegas, we're open
and cooking," a showgirl saying "Las
Vegas, we're open with a lot to show
you."
Macy is a writer for the Associated
Press
Utfj
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Please accept my sincere thanks
for your excellent coverage of the
federal grant recently awarded to our
College of Education for the development of performance-based pay
plans for teachers. Since only 51 such
grants were awarded nationwide, we
are very proud that our proposal was
selected, and we appreciate the support shown to us through such fine
media coverage.
I would like to make one correction
in the article that was published. The
program to be funded Is a project in
which we will be working with teachers and administrators from three
area school districts - Elmwood, Vanlue and Benton-Carroll-Salem. The
Washington press release erred when
it listed North Baltimore as one of the
school districts involved.
In addition, I would like to recognize the Bowling Green faculty members who worked very hard to develop
the proposal and will continue to work
on the project. Dr. Bill Reynolds,
professor in the Department of Educational Administration and Supervision, will be the project director.
Other faculty who assisted in writing
the proposal and will be consultants
with the project are: Dr. Leslie
Chamberlin, chair of the Department
of Educational Administration and
Supervision; Mrs. Bonnie Eddy, a
graduate assistant in that department; Dr. Rite Keefe and Dr. Peter
Wood of the Department of Educational Curriculum and Instruction; and
Dr. Veronica Gold of the Department
of Special Education.
Sandra Packard
Dean
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State legislation introduced

Campaign spending limited
by Mike Mclntyre
stall reporter

MARIETTA - Campaign spending
by candidates for state office is
"much too high" according to Ohio
Secretary of State Sherrod Brown,
who has written a bill that would curb
spending.
Brown said he and his staff took 13
months and a "hell of a lot of work" to
write a bill that will limit campaign
spending. The legislation was introduced in the Ohio Senate last week by
Sen. Michael Schwarzwalder, D-Columbus.

no ties with interest groups cannot
run; and it means good candidates
without money cannot run for office.''
The only way to return government
to the grassroots level is to limit
campaign spending," Brown said.
"This bill will force candidates off of
TV and into grassroots campaigning;
it will change the whole structure of
campaigns.

000 for the general election.
• Justice of the Supreme Court $75,000 for the primary, $150,000 for
the general election.
• State senator - $35,000 for the
primary, $70,000 for the general elec-

BROWN SAID VOTERS seem to be
electing the best money holder instead of the best candidate.
"Instead of going door-to-door and
testing ideas on a broad cross-section
of people, they (candidates) only
come in contact with those who contribute large amounts of money," he
said.
"It is not a question of who we're
trying to keep out of office. It is a
matter of giving some people an opportunity to get in," he said.
The following campaign spending
limitations for state offices have been
recommended by Brown in his finance reform legislation:

Brown said it will take time for the
bill to be passed, maybe years, but he
wants to see it talked about this year
so that legislators will begin to take it
more seriously. He said support will
be bipartisan, coming from people
who believe in the system but don't
have big money, but he expects the
bill will be challenged.
He predicted that if the bill ever
reached the desk of Gov. Richard
Celeste, it would be signed.

Brown talked about the bill in a
press conference held last week inside
the vault of People's Bank. Behind
him was a cart stacked high with
bundles of money to illustrate what he
calls overspending by candidates.
If enacted, the bill would be the only
legislation in the country that limits
the amount of money a candidate can
use in a state campaign.
"The cost of a campaign today is
out of control; people are spending
over $400,000 for a job that pays $22,000 a year," Brown said. "It is bad
because it makes candidates too beholdant to interest groups which supply money; it means anyone who is
not wealthy, has no rich friends and

Brown said these spending limitations would be adjusted every other
year according to the Consumer Price
Index. Candidates violating the limits
would be subject to a fine three times
the amount overspent.
Brown said he thinks other states
will follow if Ohio passes the bill.
"To quote Thomas Jefferson, 'One
state served is the laboratory for
democracy,'" he said.

• Governor/lieutenant governor $750,000 for the primary, $1,500,00 for
the general election.
• Attorney general, state auditor,
secretary of state and treasurer of
state - $150,000 for the primary, $300,-

SPECIAL OFFER
$4.00 plus tax
Complete Resume Package
• 25 Copies from one original
• 25 Blank sheets/Cover letters
• 25 Envelopes
Including all our specialty papers
Good with this coupon only

Yer out!

Sandy Krebs. sophomore computer science major, is tagged out by catcher Veronica Miller, junior operational
research and statistics major, at Softball practice. The women's team has returned from spring training in
South Carolina.
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"An Introduction to Wine Appreciation'

$3.95

WINE TASTING
WORKSHOP

Entire Month of March
The Best
MEXICAN FOOD
In Town

Thurs. March 29
7:30 - 9:00 p.m.

SUNDANCE

325 E. Wooster
(Across Irom Taco F-.)

• State representative - $15,000 for
the primary, $30,000 for the general
election.

LOW PRICES
ON FILM DEVELOPING
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SPRING & SUMMER
Blouses
40% OFF selected styles
Jeans n Things for
Guys 'n Gals

#$0
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Domino's
Riz.z.a
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531 Ridge

$2 OFF

Six display sales positions will be opening for
the 1984-85 school year ■ 5 Bowling Green
representatives and 1 Toledo representative.
Open to all majors. Must have car.

Any large pizza
with one or more items

Applications and job descriptions available: 106 University Hall.
Deadline: Friday, April 6, 4 p.m.
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I DINNER
FOR TWO
TWO 10" ONE ITEM
| PIZZAS PLUS
| COLA FOR ONLY 5.99

Fast, Free 1
Delivery
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DINNER
FOR FOUR
TWO 12" ONE ITEM
PIZZAS PLUS 2 COLAS
FOR ONLY '7.99
FAST FREE
DEUVERY

$
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325 E. Wooster
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Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
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MOVING SALE
TOTAL CLEARANCE
30 - 60% OFF
EVERYTHING
Here are some of the bargains:
LEEJeans$12"-$13"
MOCCASINS $11"-$15"

ALL BOOTS 30 - 50% OFF
ALL SALES FINAL
SALE ENDS MARCH 31st

Any medium pizza
with one or more items

DKSSP^^
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
I-TZZOOP^ 4 P.m. GOOD THRU 4/30/84

352-5166

Voted Best Pizza in B.C.
i COUPON MMM ■
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^—^- or large sub -
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352-5166

Voted Best Pizza In B.C.
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Beekeeping brings honey along with stings for BG resident
4 bg news/march 27 1984

He had a honey of an
idea. A little buzz caught
Lowell Randall's ear and
sparked an interest in an
age old practice - beekeeping.
Randall, a Bowling
Green resident for 71
years, while recuperating
from an illness in 1976,
became interested in bees.
«
"Out in our backyard
we've got a bird bath and I
noticed there were bees
around there gathering
water," he said. ,TI
watched them and they
fascinated me. Randall
said he used to put sugar
on the edge of the bird bath

and watch the buzzing incests haul it away.
This initial fascination
led him to the library
where he discovered several books on beekeeping and soon had his first hive.
Now the elderly beekeeper has hordes of honey
that would make Winnie
the Pooh drool.
"I get more honey than I
know what to do with,"
Randall said. "I wouldn't
be interested in selling
honey. I give most of it
away. I just like to watch
them."
His eight-year hobby has
resultedin live bee hives.
But all in beekeeping is
not sweet, as Randall said

he gets stung a couple one time, making handling
easier.
times each season.
He said, "There are cer"A lot of people are
deathly afraid of bees, they tain ways, gentle ways of
(bees) get blamed for ev- handling. You do not jar
ery kind of stinging in- them and you make sure
sect," he said, but "there's they get smoked to quiet
C" w jackets, bumble- them down.
and everything else."
In spite of Randall's ten"You don't mess with
der loving care toward the them on windy or rainy
insects, he said they do not days especially; they get
care much for him.
cross," he warned.
"They don't care who I
"A smoker is a beekeepam. They would Just as
soon stiiig me as anybody er's best friend." he said,
because when bees smell
else," he said.
smoke, they think the hive
Randall said when the is on fire and begin to eat
bees are gathering nectar honey as fast as they can.
and pollen, only a third of They get so heavy they
them are in the hive at any can t fly."

The 1984 KEY...
Your Only Sure Bet

Beekeeper Lowell Randall tends to his swarm.
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Relive Your
'Florida Vacation...'
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Tuesday, March 27

Bring your film to us
>§
(or quality reproduction prints.
We use Kodak paper.
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111 South Main SI.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
quick print, inc.
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Bike Racers and Trialheletes!
Purceirs has everything

lor your racing needs:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Detto shoes
Sun snorts
Trlaltialon snorts
Jerseys, helmets, glows
Custom wheel building
Gatorlode 280 ■ car bo Uriah

Also a large variety of
new & used bikes!
PEUGEOT

Order your 1984 Yearbook
and receive a FREE raffle ticket
for a chance to win:

-

rRl

Soring tune-up

Special'14.50
Guaranteed results

$>«
WWSOOlHrSTOt
*j~«nj Green, Oho 43409
(41») 359-6J64

Student Loan Interview ■ All students with National
Defense Loans, Nursing
Student Loans or Student
Development Loans who
will not return to the University after the spring
semester should make an
appointment for an exit
interview by calling the
Student Loan Collection office at 3724112.
Cap* and Gowns - Graduating students are reminded to place orders for
caps and gowns at the University Bookstore. No cash
is needed when measurements are taken.

bg news staff/James Youii

Poetry Reading - Leon
DriskeU will read from his
short story collection at
4:30 p.m. in 300 Moseley
Hall and conduct a class at
7:30 p.m. in 403 Moseley
Hall. Free and open to the
public.
SNEA Meeting - There will
be a meeting at 7 p.m. in
112 Business Administration Building. Open to all.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed
and double spaced one
week prior to the event.

journalism 300 Admission*
Students wishing to enroll mummer or. fall in
Journalism 300 Introduction lo Journalistic WrMng
must fill out a form before Friday, March 30, in the
School of Journalism, Room 103 of University Hall.
Preference for admission will be given to journalism majors and RTVF. education and sports management majors who satisfy the four prerequisites
for the course.
However, other majors will be admitted as space
permits. Nonmajors should submit a current copy of
their transcript. Persons who are deficient In
prerequisites should submit a typed letter of petition
to the Admissions Committee of the School of
Journalism explaining their situation.
The four prerequisites' are: 1. grade of "C" or
better in English 112, 2. grade of "C" or better in
Journalism 103, 3. passing score on the English
grammar test that is administered by the School of
Journalism, and 4. a grade point average of at least
2.7 for 30 semester hours of courses.
At the university's preregistration, students
should register for the section of Journalism 300
that they prefer. DEADLINE: MARCH 30

ftWUlrWWlJWWJVrWW^iVrV^^

1st Prize. 13 inch Color Television Donated by K-Mart, 1111S. Main
2nd Prize. $200 Gift Certificate from Finder's Records, 128 N. Main

Wotein the
March 29th
USG
elections

UftfltQf Ouain SiotWil Qovyvntnl

TWO 3rd PriZeS! Two $25 Gift Certificates at Trade Winds, 104 S. Main

Drawing: Friday, April 27, 5 p.m.
(Winners will be notified)
ORDER NOW at the

KEY Office

BG News Office

310 Student Services
106 University Hall
11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. -OR •
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Monday - Friday
or from any KEY Staff member

Receive your FREE raffle
ticket for a chance to winf
- ORDER NOW - PAY LATER -

9 - 5 at the Union Foyer
6 - 10 at the Library
A second chance to voice your opinion
Is being made - the power is In your
hands
**M***M**A***M**JI*MMAAAM**JMJIMMKAAn^K
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Multi-talented physician wins award
BLUFFTON, Ohio (AP)
- Waterskier, model railroader and undefeated
football coach are among
the items Dr. Boyd Travis
can list on his resume, but
it was his medical skills
that won him the honor as
Ohio Family Physician of
the Year and nomination
for the national title.
Travis ' has practiced
medicine in Ohio for a halfcentury, the last 47 years
in Bluffton. Now 80 years
old, he still sees patients in
Continental, where he performed his first tonsLUectomy in 1934.
Travis delivered his last
baby - his grandson -about

18 months ago. But he still
makes house calls and sees
patients in his office,
charging 1940 rates. He
counts actress-comedian
Phyllis Diller among his
former patients.
"I'm one of the vanishing breed of country doctors who did a bit of
everything - performed
surgery, delivered babies I even fitted glasses for
awhile," he said.
Travis said his career
has spanned "the golden
age of medicine... the
medical world has advanced more in the SO
years I've been in practice

than in any other time."
Medicine has been his
vocation, but his outside
interests have been varied.
HIS MODEL RAILROAD runs on a ISO-foot
track in his basement, a
hobby that attracts tourists from across the country and benefits local
senior citizens who sell admission tickets.
Travis took up waterskiing at age 70 and maneuvers on one ski despite
heart bypass surgery three
years ago.
The Ugh school football
team he coached in West

Virginia was undefeated,
although six of its games
ended In scoreless ties.
An interest in genealogy
led Travis to trace his family back 900 years to a
knight who served under
William the Conqueror.
All those activities
helped Travis win the state
physician title for 1983.
"We're looking for someone who has done well in
his profession, has done
well in the Ohio Academy
(of Family Physicians)
and has been active in the
community - all these
qualities make him deserving," said Dr. James Bow-

lus, a physician from Elida
who nominated Travis for
the award.
Bowlus said Travis
serves as a role model for
some older patients who
use age as an excuse for
inactivity.
Travis won't buy aging
as an excuse for mucn of
anything.
"The Idea of retiring
scares me," he said. "I've
seen it happen to too many
who retired and in two
years, they're buried. As
long as I feel wanted or
needed or able, I'll keep
on."

Girl's body discovered in garage
HAMILTON, Ohio (AP)
- A man charged in the
stabbing death of an 11year-old girl owned the garage where her body was
found and was a member
of the search party that
looked for her. Butler
County authorities said
yesterday.
Sheriff Robert Walton
said investigators had established no motive for the
weekend slaying of Kerri
Hintermeister. Bradford
Gill, 27, of St. Clair Township, was arrested Sunday
night at his home and
charged yesterday with
aggravated murder in the
slaying, the sheriff said.

"He had been a member
of the search party," Walton said of GuT.
The girl had been playing with friends Saturday
when she disappeared, and
the search was mounted
Saturday night and then
resumed Sunday. Carl
Kramer, 73, grandfather of
Gill's wife, found the girl's
body Sunday afternoon
stuffed into a compartment in the garage at Gill's
home, authorities said.
Detective Cant. Ralph
Martin said the girl's
throat had been cut and
she had been stabbed in the
abdomen. He said the body
was fully clothed and there

were no signs of sexual
assault.
Gill did not enter a plea
at his arraignment yesterday morning in Hamilton
Municipal Court, but his
lawyers maintained he is
innocent. Gill was confined
without bond in the county
jail to await a preliminary
hearing Friday morning,
the sheriff said.
Officers said they were
awaiting results of County
Coroner Richard Burfchart's autopsy on the body.

Martin said the murder,
weapon has not been
found.
Detectives said Kerri
was last seen about 3 p.m.
Saturday playing with
three of Gill's four daughters. The girls told detectives they were playing
"school" when their father
whispered in Kern's ear
what she told them was a
"secret" They said she
left with him to go to "the
principal's office," police
said.

Martin said Kerri freSuently played with the
ill children.
Nearly 100 people helped
in the search for Kerri
after her parents reported
her missing to the sheriff's
department at 7:20 p.m.
Saturday.
At her parents' request,
a brief prayer ceremony
was held for the Ross Middle School fifth-grader before the body was taken to
Mercy Hospital of Hamilton for the autopsy.

PRE-BUSINESS
AND
PRE-ACCOUNTING STUDENTS

For Your Kroger
Ad in Next Weeks
Plastic Bag!

To be of better service to you
and keep you up to date on our
weekly advertised features, our
Ad will be delivered directly to
your door beginning Tuesday,
March 20,1984. Look for the
Kroger Ad in next weeks bag!

Many questions have arisen concerning the policy for admission to the
BSBA program and admission to upper division business courses. Representatives from the College of Business Administration will meet with you to
answer questions you may have with respect to these admission policies.

TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1984
5:30 P.M.- t i , m0m
210 MATH/SCIENCE BUILDING

Serve in Appalachia
Missiotters. ,i society ol Catholic
pi iests anil Brothers, are offering
. pportunilies for Catholic nun in
serve the poor ol Appalachia.
rhese volunteer programs will
enhance youi pen eption ol those
in need, Come and learn with
i. enmary, V/our choit e ol week
lout; sessions is available as

1-874-9174

If you get
missed
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give us
a call.
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July21-27. 1984
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Rapid Printing
The Institute (or
Paralegal Training
works.
So do its graduates.
Four months of intensive training can
add market value to your college degree.
A sampling of jobs our graduates hold:
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCHER. MUNICIPAL BOND PARALEGAL,
REAL ESTATE MARKETING DIRECTOR,
ESTATES * TRUSTS LEGAL ASSISTANT. ENERGY SPECIALIST,
ANTITRUST SPECIALIST, CORPORATE BENEFITS PLANNER,
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPECIALIST
• Through our corporate contacts, our national search team
and our computerized placement service, we have placed over
5,000 of our graduates in law firms, banks and corporations
nationwide.
• You can specialize in one of seven areas of the law.
• All courses include training in computer applications to legal
practice.
• You can study in Philadelphia or in Houston.
• Financial aid and housing are available.
Well be at your campus on March 29
Contact your placement office to see our resource book on
law-related careers and to arrange for a group presentation
or a personal interview.
To learn more, call collect
COS) 567-4811 Or, return
the coupon.

RBGS
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Pliaadatfihia
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For more information, please complete the coupon
below and forward it to: Reverend Jerry Dorn, Glenmary
Home Missioners, Box 46404, Cincinnati Ohio 45246.
Age.
.Year of Study _

Name.
College
Address.
City.
Telephone (_

State.

COST CUTTER
PRICES
EVERYDAY.

Zip.

I VISION!
SEE THE GREAT PUT—ONS. OVER
1,000 AT BURLINGTON OPTICAL

SINGLE
VISION
LENS and
|PRAME

$29

BIFOCAL
LENS
and
FRAME

$49

* Exam priced separately
• Get the most careful and professional fitting
and service
• Frame* and Lenses from the finest available source*
• Unlimited (election of frame styles at the tame priceover 1000 to choose from

Eye. examined by
Dr. Kenneth G. Baker, O.D.
Standard clear glass C 400 to 200 Cyl
All MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

COPYHKJHT 1M4 THE KMOOSt CO.
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Celeste announces new job retraining loan program
ELYRIA, Ohio (AP) - A new program to provide job retraining loans
for people not eligible for funds
through other means was announced
yesterday by Gov. Richard Celeste.
The governor said the Dislocated
Workers Retraining Loans program
would be administered through the
Ohio Student Loan Commission. The
announcement came at a conference
on jobs and economic revitalization
that was chaired by U.S. Rep. Donald
Pease, DOhio.
Celeste said the loan program will

provide low interest rates and easy
repayment schedules for people who
are ineligible for existing training
programs or those who ca not get a
conventional bank loan.
The governor said the $2 million
program will provide as much as S2,000 a year to cover the costs of tuition,
books and supplies at accredited technical and vocational schools. It is
designed to supplement money now
available through the federal Job
Training Partnership Act and Guaranteed Student Loan programs.
Applications will be available by

the end of April. Those who qualify
must be either unemployed because
of plant closings, out of work for at
least six months, older than 50, or be a
displaced homemaker entering or reentering the job market.
Celeste said he thought the program
could reach between 800 and 1,200
people who have been unemployed for
a long time.
"This loan program is another example of the way I believe we can
exercise leadership by leveraging
existing resources, recognizing that
the single-most important resource

we have is the human resource,"
Celeste said. "That, it seems to me, is
at the heart of our efforts to achieve a
real, a genuine, a durable recovery."
CELESTE SAID he has found that
too often, job training funds for the
unemployed "don't fit the real-life
needs of that individual who lost a
job." He believes the new loan program should help fill some of those
needs.
Celeste said unemployment touched
31 percent of Ohio families last year,
and that while the jobless rate has

dropped from its peak of 14.9 percent,
there are still too many unemployed
people who have been left behind.
He said his administration is trying
to address Ohio's unemployment
problems with its strategic plan for
future development of the state's
economy.
"For most of the last decade, our
state wandered around looking to the
past for its inspiration and hope,
wanting to turn the clock back to the
good old days " Celeste said.
He said this approach failed to
recognize that the economy has

changed and that there is no way tc
wish away global competition or technological change.
"The question is how we deal with
that," he said. "That's part of the
challenge of change in our own economy and public policy."
Tne governor later left for Lordstown to announce that the state Transportation Department will move
ahead with construction of a $4.5
million Route 45 overpass that will
carry traffic over a series of Conrail
tracks leading to the General Motors
plant.

Mother honors son with his song Ohio sites featured in films
By The Associated Press
The mother of an Ohio man killed in a
helicopter crash in South Korea says
she will honor his memory by trying
to publish a song he wrote.
"I'm going to do everything I can do
to get it published," said Rose Pombles, mother of Lance Cpl. Bradley
McComas, 19. "That's the one thing I
can do for him."
'McComas was one of at least two
Ohioans and 29 American and South
Korean Marines killed early Saturday
when a Marine helicopter smashed

into a mountainside en route to a
Marine base in the southeast coastal
port town of Pohang. The helicopter
was taking part in a training exercise
at the time.
The other Ohioan identified among
the crash victims was Capt. John
Houston of Gahanna.
Pombles said her son, a graduate of
Preble Shawnee High School, wanted
to become a songwriter. She said she
would try to publish a song he wrote
and sang to her during a telephone
conversation last month.
Pombles said McComas joined the

Marines in October 1982 and had been
in Korea since February.
Houston, a 1969 graduate of Gahanna Lincoln High School, received
a bachelor's degree in business administration from Ohio State University in 1975. His family could not be
reached yesterday, and neighbors say
family members do not want to discuss the accident.
Ed Rarey, Houston's high school
track coach, remembered him as a
South fascinated by flight and space.
le said Houston once built and lived
in a simulated space capsule during
one summer.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Homes and
scenery in central and southeast Ohio
will provide the backdrops for an $8
million movie that 20th Century-Fox
will begin filming in May, state officials said yesterday.
State development and 20th Century-Fox representatives said about
$2.5 million will be spent during the
seven weeks that film crews are in the
Ohio communities of Canal Winchester and Nelsonville. Several homes in
Canal Winchester and the Nelsonville
town square will be featured in the
movie.

The film, "Heart and Soul," will be
set in a fictional town called Nelsonville and will be about a group of high
school friends coming of age in 1957.
Nikki Spretnak, manager of the
Ohio Film Bureau, said "Heart and
Soul" will be the fourth movie shot in
the state since last June. Among the
others are two television movies,
"Heart of Steel," "Teachers," a feature film with scenes shot in Columbus and a film on the life of Jesse
Owens. "Heart of Steel" was filmed in
theSteubenville and Coshocton areas.

"Heart and Soul" will star Doug
McKeon, who portrayed the 13-yearold boy in "On Golden Pond, and
Chris Nash, who is making his first
Aim.
Director Mei Damski said the film
company is expected to spend two
weeks in Canal Winchester and three
weeks in Nelsonville.
Sites already selected include three
homes in Canal Winchester, located
southeast of Columbus in Franklin
County, and the Rock Mill covered
bridge northwest of I.ancaster.

Support

March of Dimes

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE
WHO NEED HELP?
You can by becoming a Link volunteer.

APARTMENTS

Tnt UNK is a 24 nr. crisiwntm»n!ion ind referral ant*
Moke application now- deadline April 11th
If selected, you may become one of the LINK family of
people who help others live their lives more fully.
For more information:

Vi BLOCK TO CAMPUS

WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/
COOKING & CABLE TV

5th Annual Triathlon
Saturday, April 28th

Call 352-5387 or 1-800-472.9411
or
Com* to 525 Pike St., Bowling Green
Be a "helping connection."

2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished
Leasing for summer and fall

Raindate. April 29th
Distance Of events: Sum 1 mile Cycle - 24 mtelixMuilsl & 12 miles (teams) Run • 9 miles
Divisions! Indmduals. male or female leans Coed prediction
c.

Sign Up fyArri 6 in the Stodenl Recreation Center
Participants meeting Apni 1930PM m*m\

c—
ror
more
Information
ca,, 3j2-2711

Rental Office:
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
** across from Harshman Dorm **
352-4671 (day)
352-1800 (evening)
ask for Tom

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FORIFALL

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

"EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL"

Court
Apartments

WE PAY HEAT, WATER. CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations- Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.,
Summit St.
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31 st.
1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
Weekends 9-5:00

Saturdays 10-3:00

214 Napoleon Road

•all utilities included «gas heat • laundry
facilities "drapes • carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool 'sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

ECFMG • FLEX -VQE-RN BOS
NDBIJ-NPB
CPA- SPEED READING

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

Flexible Programs 1 Hour*
Visit Any Cantor And See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference

$225-fumished
$200-unfumished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

I

Free membership le Cherrvwtetf Huim Spa with lease.

MPUN
lDUC»TIONAL
CENTER

Outside NY. Slate Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800 223-1782
Centers in Major US Cities.Puerto Rico and Toronto, Canada

BEE GEE
BOOKSTORE

PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND
SAFETY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM.
BUILDING. MOST CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL
SHOPS.
WE FEA TVRE 2 BEDROOM FULL Y FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WITH:

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

PAPERBACK BOOKS
m

:¥:*

•FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMSm

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
I!
FOR $143.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment)

■:■:■:■:

THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN. TOWN'
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

ONLY25*
WE HAVE OVER 3,000
NEW AND USED PAPERBACKS!
READING MATERIALSOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.

TOER-WSKP-MWBIl.lH

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS)

CAM." US MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL #B-I5, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT.
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.-SAT. - ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

MCAT-MT-LSAT-GMAT-GRE
GREPSYCH GREBIO-0CAT
VAT-MATSSATPSAT
SAT-ABW1MNTS-ACT

352-1195

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

Evenings by Appt.

CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T. V LA UNDR Y ■ SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR
- FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH
DOUBLE LOCKS - I 1/2 BA THS '

Bowling Green, OH

. PREPARE FOR:

1424 E. WOOSTER
• - m

•Gas heat, hot water and cooking

included.

m

Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance.
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.
Rental office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
Office Hrs. 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 8-2 Sat.
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Falcons work overtime to become.

National Champions
Kruzich rightfully
earns M VP honors
LAKE PLACID, N. Y. - One thing
can definitely be said for the entire
National Collegiate Athletic
AsBOcaiUon tournament Goal tending was the key to sending
the championship game into
overtime.
It was a tournament where three
of the four goalies were freshmen,
with the other netminder being a
senior.
In the championship game,
which took four overtime periods to

sideline

Steve Quinn
sports reporter
complete, BG's Gary Kruzich
made one spectacular save after
another, and his counter part,
Minnesota-Duluth goaltender Rick
Kosti, did the same.
Kosti, one of the three freshmen,
made a tournament record 55
saves in the championship game
and had a total of to saves for both
the semi-finals and the finals. His
strong efforts earned him first
team honors in the tournament and
he could have easily been selected
as the tournament's Most Valuable
Player if the Bulldogs would have
won.
He also displayed strong
goaltendingeff orts in the semifinal game Thursday against North

game of the total-goal series, which
was another overtime game.
Going into the game the Falcons
were forced to overcome a threegoal deficit in order to advance to
the final four. In winning 5-1 and
advancing Kruzich displayed
remarkable skill in holding the
Terriers to a single goal.
One reporter in the press box
said, after watching Kruzich for
Sst one period, BU might have a
ugh time scoring. He then began
to collect as much information
about the 5-foot-6 freshman as he
could.
Another reporter said he didn't
think Kruzich knew where he was
at because any other freshman
goaltender would surely show
more nervousness than he showed.
Besides amazing the reporters
who saw Kruzich play for the first
time, the BG goalie came through
in both overtime games, a total of
five extra periods, and held his
opponents scoreless.
AMP AFTER the strong display
against UM-D, as well as 25 saves
against Michigan State in the semifinals, Kruzich received a just
reward in being named the
tournament's Most Valuable
Player. He surrendered just five
goals in 157:11 of play.
In the semi-final Kruzich only let

"I like pressure, but four overtimes are too much."
- Gary Kruzich

phokVPM ''/asiu'zo
A jubilant group of Bowling Green hockey players celebrate a natonal
championship after defeating the University of Minnesota at Duluth 5-4 In
four overtime periods Saturday. The players indicating victory (from left to

right) are lain Duncan, Mike Natyshak, Dan Kane. Dave Ellett, Rob Urban, and
Todd Flkhel.

Dakota and held the Sioux to just
one shot in the net, and in that time
one goal in 29 attempts to lead his
a Spartan player rested on top of
team to a 2-1 overtime victory.
Kruzich, preventing him from any
Kruzich. however, aiao
— chance of stopping the puck.
performed nothing short of
It might have been tough for the
spectacular when he continued to
15 media who selected the allstop the Bulldogs in pressure
tournament team to decide
situations. One of those situations
between Kosti or Kruzich for MVP,
came in the third overtime when
but they did not make a wrong
UM-D out-shot BG 6-0 and Kruzich
choice in selecting Kruzich.
prevented all six shots from
Anyone who watched him shut
entering the net
down UM-D for four overtime
"I like pressure," Kruzich said.
periods, and stop a flurry of last
"But four overtimes is too much. I
minute shots from MSU, knows
might get a nervous breakdown at
what he did to help the Falcons
19 years old. I thought we were
capture their first NCAA title.
going to miss our plane."
With all the pressure situations
Kruzich has faced this season, next
season's games might seem like
THE FRESHMAN from
practice, but after playing as much
Oaklawn, 111. has seen pressure
as he did, I doubt the MVP will
situations in other competition. In
want to see a tray of ice much less
the NCAA quarter finals he faced
a sheet of ice until that time.
Boston University in the second

Bowling Greens Gary Kurzkh (above) barely stops the puck from entering the net in Saturdays game against the
University of Minnesota at Duluth. Plays like this show why Kruzich was named the tournament s Most Valuable
Player after leading his team to a 5-4 quadruple-overtime victory. Falcons' Mike Plkul and University of
Minnesota at Duluth's Tom Kurvers battle for possesion of the puck (right).

CHAMPS from page 1

they competed In East-West All-Star
game in TroyN.Y. Pikul recorded a
goal and two assists while Samanski
tallied a goal and assist in helping the
West team win 11-7
and one assist in Lake Placid end had
two goals and three aststa in the
i against Boston Univer_ the 2-1 semi-final win against
Mktiigun State, BG displayed strong
defense again, but Galley attributed

the defensive performance to the
team's forwards Mining back into the
team's zone and helping out the defensemen.
Like the championship game, BG
got on the board first in the opening
period with a goal by Jamie Wansbrough. MSU's Bill Shlbicky evened
the, score at one In the second period.
Samanski put In the winning goal
when he deflected a Pikul's shot form
the point past Spartan goalie Norm

Foster.
Winning in Lake Placid seems to
come natural for the Falcons as they
won the Key Bank tournament last
December defeating Cornell 6-4 and
ClarksonM.
"We definitely had an advantage,"
Kane said. "Although the teams practiced all week inthe rink, it's the
f;ame situation that counts. The wide
ce surface could make the game wide
open."

Falcon hardballers slip to 7-6
After tannins their first seven opponents of the
season in Florida, Bowling Green's baseball team
has struggled like a fish out of water to wrap up
their annual spring fling in the Sunshine State at 16.
The Falcons returned north after dropping two
games on Saturday to Florida International University by scores of 4-3 and 15-6.
In the opener, BG pitcher Joe Becraft hurled the
entire game, a five-hitter, but was sunk in the

seventh and final inning off an unearned run.
THE FALCONS exploded for three runs in the
first, but sat idle the remainder of the game.
Eric Papcun led the BG offense with two hits.
In the rate-cap, BG also jumped out to an early
lead, 24, but surrendered seven runs in both toe
fourth and sixth innings to get dumped by the now
28-10 FIU squad.
The Falcons are scheduled to face Dayton Friday
in a 1 p.m. doubleheader at BG's Steller Field.
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BG gymnasts place fifth at NCAA Regionals
The women's gymnastics team
ended a roller coaster season in State
College. Pa. at the NCAA regionals
where they placed fifth in a field of six
teams.

foe Kent State. As BG is in one of the
toughest regions in the NCAA, coach
Charles Simpson had no delusions of
doing any better.
• 'We did what we wanted, we stayed
In our seed (fifth)," Simpson said.
"We also beat Kent State (who beat
BG for the MAC title)."

The meet was won by the host
school Perm State, followed by Pitt,
Ohio State, and the University of New
Hampshire. Bowling Green was next,
bettering Mid-American Conference

The team posted a score of 170.15,
paced by solid performances from
freshman Tiffany Kosmerl and senior
co-captain Julie Bender. Ironically,
Kosmerl has spent most of the season

By Karl Smith
sports reporter

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
March 27. 1984
Sign-Up in University Placement
Service* Thed door of (ha Student
Services Busang
'ha tolowing employers wfl be on
campus the week ol April 9. 1054 to
nterview interested candidates
Sign-Up on Wednesday. March 28,
lor the lofcwng schedules Sign-Up
wfl be held from 7 30 AM to 8 00 AM
in the Forum ol the Student Services
BUttna lor Employe' Schedules
(Buseiess. Government. Agendas,
and Graduate Schools) Education
Sign-Up wfl be held Thursday. March
2». Irani 8:00 PM to 8 30 PM In the
Forum of the Student Services BHg
A CAEWN HAL FORM MUST BE
Tuweo m FOB EACH rNTEnview
OH OVERFLOW VOU SCHEDULE.
WIN-UP PROCEDURE: At the erne ol
atgn-up. you must present Student ID
along with a copy ol your Credential
Form tor each ntstvsrw of overflow
you schedule Ouolrfied candidates
are those who meet the academic
degrees, majors and graduation dates
'aguaaled by ma employers fated
below Those who do not meet these

requirements wfl not be interviewed
Only permanent residents (U S. Batons) are considered unless otherwar* lldiuaUd TIM number In I)
IHcetei the number of schedulee
requested by the employer
■USHaESS AND OROAI«ZATIOW$
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
COUEOE. Ft Wayne. M. 4 09 84.
■US. IhtSTRUCTOR; BVAcct . Bus
Ed. w/Aoct, Dec 83. May Grade (1)
13 eras
OURWAY, Bowing Green. OH.
4 10-84. REFERRAL PARTNERS:,
BVat melors. OK. S3. May. Aug.
Grade. (1) 17 slots
RED L08STER MM, Ann Arbor
Ml 4 10-84. MOM. TRNEE: B/Heet
Mgmt. Dec 83, May Grsds (I) 12
Mots
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES,
Ft Wayne. IN 4-1144. FLEET
CONTROLLER: B/Oper Mgmt. Dec.
S3. May Grade. 3 0 QPA overs! (2)
12 slot* ss
SOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA,
Toledo. OH. 4-12-84. DNtTR. EXECrlXPlORINO EXEC: BAD Arts.
Sociology
Psych
Human Res
Mgmt. Pubic RM . other Bus ma
lor*. Doc 83.May.Aug Grade (1)8
Mots
VECTOR CABLE COMPANY.
Sugar Land. IX. 4-12-84, oVMaBa
Mgmt May Grads (2) 12 slots each

FOR THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

WE'LL PA Y YOU$l, 000
TO MOVE TO
841 EIGHTH STREET
ITS YOUR CHOICE*
Bill il's irur (h.t il coat at IM.I 11 WO MI SMT rw U> li»e "tk>at" lo
rampul ralhrr (■■■> Hi* "tu" from raaiaas Bal i-.l hov. far is far - not
»*rj It Ukoa oalt an additional 120 aacoaaa to walk fro- EtffcU. Strati
o Faarta si rr»i lAi't »aj aa ailra S min.tr. a day. lint thai worth •••■
nt: *1 UOOof >uur monrv >»>'.» KoI taNste a*>a-lBMaU that ar* ai nirr or
nmr than lhaat "claaa" laxaaawa. We tai'l pay vH 11,000 aa fraal owl »« II a>r*<taV von with a dam ale* aaarta»*at aa*. a 'hance to aa**
■oaraalf 11,000 aval year ami aa«« ihr low -f yaw lifer.
CONSIDER THIS
Bijai

BOW

yoa'ra ha> mK the ti*a* of • aar Ufa. Yaa at*, aat raalu* it aal

Take }oa and yoar roataaa.lt. 11.000 tanaf-a and fa wait* walar raftiai
to Florida or the Bahama*., or us* it to laka a wbolo aartta of mini triaa a*
make lar aaaal of Ihaa. Tor laformattoa oa oar oat and two badraaa.
aaarlawals call or -lop b. TU Man.ill*

< Noneman Heal Estate Company
.

HKIIhlMiM.r- A \I\S\I.IMl \|

/

354-3951

recovering from an ankle injury while
Bender's relatively injury-free year
was marred by an ankle injury two
days before the meet.
Kosmerl and Bender finished 22
and 23 in the all-around competition
with scores of 34.25 and 34.20, respectively. The next BG tumbler on the
score sheet was Shelley Staley - another wounded Falcon - who finished
30th with a 33.15 score.
BENDER WAS not her usual self
because of the injury and her scores

VEOA INDUSTRIES. Toledo OH
4-12-84, ENT. LEV. ACCTO:
BVAcct. May Grads (1)8 Mots
YORK STEAK HOUSE SYSTEMS, INC., Columbus OH, 4-1284, MQR. W TRIM: B/Rest Mgmt.
Mgmt. malors. Dec 83. May. Aug
Grace (1) 7 slots
LIEIERT CORPORATION, Coimbu*. OH. 4-13-84. MGMT. TRNEE: B/F*oc/Me«e. Prod/Opar .
May Grads (1) 12 Mob).
EDUCATION
aBODLETOWN CITY SCHOOLS,
Middlelown. OH. 4-08-84. EMR Ml
levels Meth. Compre Sci . Drama
UEM; Elem Ed, Dae 83. May
Grads (1) 12 Mots
DIOCESE OF COLUMBUS, Co
■ansua. OH. 4-10-84. Span /French.
Span: Eng Compre So Math. German; Labn; (1)6 slots
Elem Ed: HS Quid Cnot: 11) 6 Mots
AI above Dec 83, May, Aug Grads
Bring completed app lo ntervtew
SANOUSKY CITY SCHOOLS,
Sanduaky, OH. 4 10-84. |')See below lor additional needs
EMR. al levels. LO. al levels. Alt: M
Ed; Voc Music. Instr MuMc: BUI.
Cham. Physics. Gen Sci. Earth Sci.
So Compre. Math; Eng. Bus Ed;
Home Ec; Sets Psychologists. Limit
of 3 ENm. Ed majors. Dec 83, May.
Aug Grsds Bring completed app. to
Interview (1) 12 Mot*.
ST. MARYS CITY SCHOOLS, St
Mary*. OH. 4-1044. ELEaVJ.H.
GUIDANCE: M/Gied/CnMng, Dec
S3. May. Aug Grads (II 11 slots
OHLUCOTHE CITY SCHOOLS.
CtvBcothe. OH. 4-11-84. TO BE
ANNOUNCED
LOOAN-HOCKING SCHOOL
DISTRICT. Logan. OH, 4-11-84.
Bam Voc. Music. Elem Instr Muse
Reeding. Math: On Sol; Earth Sci.
Sci Compre; May Grade (1) 10
MM*.
WEST CARROLLTON CITY
SCHOOLS, West Carrotfon. OH, 411-84. EMR ENm 1 JR levels: LD
Elem S JH levels. MSPH al levels:
German. BUI . See Std. Eng; Lie
So. Or 7; Bus Ed wTyp. 8 ShHd.
Dee. S3. May, Aug Grade (1) 13
Mots
4-12-84. Al above (1)8 Mots
WESTLAKE CITY SCHOOLS,
Weaflake. OH, 4-11-84. Elem Ed;
Matti. Dec. 83. May. Aug. Grads |1)
11 Mots
WARRENSVILLE CITY
SCHOOLS, Warrenava*. OH. 4-1284. Math. Voc Music Elem a Sec
levole; Sol Compre.. May Grads (I)
11 Mot*
DELAWARE COUNTY
SCHOOLS, Delaware. OH, 4-13-84.
Elem Pnn. HS Pnn. Math w/Compfr
Knowledge; Eng/Drama; Bid ./Coach«vj combo; May. Aug Grads (t) 10
Mot*
MASON LOCAL SCHOOLS, Maeon. OH. 4-13-84. Comptr So. Sec
So. Math; Typing. Quid. Cnslr. Or 68; Dec 83. May. Aug Grads (1) 10
MOt*.
ENm Educ; Dec 83. May. Aug
Grads (11 10 slots

MESA PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
Mesa. AZ. 4-13-84, Al mayors. Oae.
83, May. Aug. Grads Bring com
parted app to interview (l)IOMots
SANOUSKY CITY SCHOOLS,
Sandusky. OH. 4-10-84. (') Above
lilted teecher applicants with capebaWes In the following alhtofts 1
ooechmg faMda: Ath Trnr, Girls
BaWbl Coach; Synch Swimming;
' Ant Ftbl Coach. AaM Qymneatc*
Coach: AMI. Track Coach

CAMPUS.CITY EVENTS
BACCHUS meats weekly on
Wednesdays at 8 00 p m lnS15Ufe
Science Bldg Hare's your chance to
get involved' Everyone welcome
CASH FOR CANS.
Aluminum
can* wB be coeecled today al 20*fU.
In the Forum, Student Services from
10:30*m-330pm Sponsored by the
Environmental kilereet Group There
wB be an EK3 meeting tonight at 8pm
In Rm 102 BA Justine MagMg wB
speak on BG a liter program Everyone ia wsfboms.
PRE-BUSINESS AND
PRE-ACCOUNTINQ STUDENTS
Many questions have arisen concerning the pokey for adrmaMon to the
BSBA program 8 arJnvseion to upper
division bullnass couraae. Repreaentatrvee from the Cceege ol Business
AoYntaMiallon wB be avaaabkl on
Tuesday. March 27 « 5 30 pa In
210 MahVSelence to answer any
questions you may hsve with rasped
lo theee ednasMon pcaclae.

The 5th annual society d Mfg Engineers Chapter 102 Elections/Awards
Banquet wfl be held on Wed March
28. at 7 00 pm Keynote speaker Is
Wm Robbins. Mgr . NASA Shutde/Centaw Protset CM) 372-2438 lor
lurttier Inlonnation.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Portloao (mat cdor. aofl
cover) 4 an "SBX folder 529 Ed
Bklg. on Mon. March 12 Exlremafy
Imp. PLEASE return. No questions
asked REWARD' 354 1588
LOST Tlme« watch, green band.
Math/Science. Off Esst area on
3/12 Reward Can Becky 3S27964

RIDES

JOURNALISM 300
APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE

SERVICES OFFERED
TUTORING
Basic Math - Algebra - Calculus
needing — Grammar — Composition
0*1874-3349 after 8pm
0AKHUR8T LEARBBNO CENTER
Experienced
msnusenpts.
term papers,
lad Adrtenne
874-30*6.

Typktt avaaable lor
thssia. Heaekcal and
raasonabte rates ConEstsp. Area Code 419

Max Skirts s Jean Jackets
N Tlxnga 531 Ridge St
Open lonrle tl 8 00 pm
SEE EUROPE
SUMMER PROGRAM IN NANTES.
FRANCE
Pisces ve MB available Earn Hr.
credits Cal Or ChaDe at 3720080
a 372-2848

HUGE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES

TYPING LOW RATES
Reeumee prolessionalry typed

DELIVERED EVENINGS
354-1001

352-5767
CANTCOMPUTE7?
CS 100 and MIS 200 Tutor. 5- par
rranuie CM Thomas. 372-3031

PROUD TO BE A
FIJI
Show Ofl Your Tan
Friday
Show OH Your Tan
Friday
Show Off Your Tan

PERSONALS
BACCHUS meets weekly on
Wednesdays at 8 00 p m In 615 Ufa
Science BkJg Here's your chance to
get itrvotvodl Everyone welcome
JACK'S BAKERY
tCE CREAM DELIVERY
184-1001
EVENINGS
Show Off Your Tan
Friday
Show ON Your Tan
Friday
Show Off Your Tan
Tuck, Mr Happy. Bean. Fred 8 Jr
YOU BEAT THE REST
NOW YOU'RE THE BEST
Congrats on winning the
rock hurtera (curing)
ctvjmrxbnahlp d BGSU
Your Alpha Sig brothers
SEE EUROPE
SUMMER PROGRAM IN NANTES.
FRANCE
PVtces ae stB avaaable
Earn Hi credits
Cal Or China M 372-0080 or 3722646.
Ok) you miee your trsl chance to vote
ri the USG election? USG Is holding a
spadM "emergency" easctlon
March 29th from 9-8 M the Union
Foyer ( 8-10 M the Library For a
second chance to voice your opinion.
vote in the USG election
The power a in your hands
FUI HAPPY HOURS!
AT MARK'S
MARCH 28TH 5-8PM
COME CELEBRATE OUR CHAR
TERWO WITH US!
Have s ess* ol th* *nfbyc
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-9 pm
DOWNTOWN - CINCI

REDOIN LAW SCHOLARSHIP
Th* Deportment d Legal Studies
has announced ma avsaabflry of *
scholarship lor a rising senior (May.
1985 graduate) specmcaty awand
lag to enter the legal prolssslon.
Th* sward is In the lor m ul a stipend
up to SI .000 for the senior year to
be used tor fees, tuition, a other
University expanses. The award la
paid each semester into the student's
account with the UniverMty.
Appacation forma may be obtained
from the tceowwvg offices LegM Studies Department. Arts 8 Soencee
Coaege. Peeks! Science Depart
merit. 8 CrMnM Jueece Program
Completed apcecattons must be subrraMd to the Department d Legal
Studies by Monday. Apr! 13. 1984
THE POWER IS W YOUR HANDS .
VOTE IN USG ELECTIONS MARCH
29TH 9-5 AT THE UNION FOYER. 810 AT THE UBRARY
Show Oli Your Tan
Friday
Show OH Your Tan
Friday
Show Off Your Tan
EUROPE' iron, j43g Rountrip Mr
lOetrort/Franklurtl. $370 2 mo EURAILPASS. Hoatak) Rainbow Toura
713/824-2727
Abortion. Pregoncy Tests.
Lamaze Clssses
Center lor Choice
Downtown Toledo |4t9l 255 7789
The 5th Annual Society d Mfg Engineers Chapter 102 Elections/ Awards
Banquet wfl be hMd on Wed March
28. at 7.00 pm Keynote speaker a)
Wm Reborns. Mgr . NASA shuttle
/Cenlaw Protect Cal 372-2438 for
further Irrlorrivallon.
Concerned about your drinking?
Check out the Alcohol Awareness
Program, Counseling Center
Ph. 372-2081 Contidenhil

He** vest sear wsrrtsd to "bowl"
your dale over? Well, entries lor coad bowling can Itlll b* turned In
until 5:00 today. Pick them up In
Rm. 101 SRC t "spare" the coil ol
en oiponehe dale.
Hay, Women ol BGSU: "catch"
some spring lever with Spring
Softball. Entries for Women's
Softball can be picked up Mi Rm.
108 SRC, they are due March 28th
by 12:00.
Johnny Carson » a
FLU

NOW AT
POPULAR
PRICES!

PLANNED PARENTHOOO
M WOOO COUNTY
920 N Main St. B G
ConTidentlM-personM car*
Spec* rate*. BGSU students
Convenlont App'ts 354-3640

Psrty Room For Rent
4-D'sOub
7thandH«jh
352-9378 after 5: 352-7324

352-1596

WANTED

FOR RENT

People to sublease apt summer
'84. CJOM to campus. AH utilities

New Renting FM 1984
On* $ Two aomosrsr la am
Fuly turn Elwtaanclaa, compkrle
w/cokx T V , Cable, Ml utfltlee paid.
OuW Atmosphere $265 (1 par),
S176 ea (2 per | 364-3182 12-4
w*akda|i. 362-1620 arryllme

pen. Cafl in-1888.
Fm rmte lor Fas Sam only CelJII
2-5484 or Juse 352-5861

HELP WANTED

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding San and Trim Down
Camp*. Tennis Dance. Samnaetica.
WSl Athletics. tvutritlorVDIetetics 20
peat. Separate gins' and boys'
camps 7 we alia CAMP CAMELOT
on Coasg* Campuses st Maes.
Perm., No Canons. CaM. Sand resume MKhsa) Fnadmen. Director.
947 Hants It Or , No. Woodmere
NY 11581,618-374-0786
Irrawvlsw stgn-upe wfl b* Apr! 2-8 lor
paste-up production poaatona in The
Student Pucecehona'BG Nawa shop
lor lal ismailar 1984 Edilonetadvsrttsing psats-up |Oba avaaable Student* wfl be tared 8 trained true
semester Grepnlca beckcycunevlntersst IvMpful. Eiceeed co-op opportu
rvttee tor Tech. nvajora Sign-up* are
M Student Employment. 480 Student
Services, only. For more vrlomvstlon
001372-2661.
Oaytotl os**BSjiy essBaag Coasputer
Science or MLS mayor* lor co-op
poMbona Must have 2.8 QPA with
30 In nvjlor a heve had COBOL
before work assignment begins. WB
require 2 work assignments Pay a)
competitive Cal Co-op Offloa. 3722451 before March 28.
Federal Agency In Cleveland ON*
totting lor sophomore or junior with
3 0 QPA merorng in BuMnsss. prelerably Labor rVMaOons Must hsve
completed 24 esmssear hours In
buaineas related courae work. Must
be a scenaed driver a be avaaable to
work summer 1964 6 spring 1986
Cal Co-op EoucobOn 372-2461
Hatlonel AJrUne m Now Jersey
looking tor aophomore or juniors
iraareated In working in tie travel
trrdustry. Must have 2.8 QPA a good
ccrnmuracandn akfls Must be evaaeble lo work summer a lal semeelers
1984 Cal Cc-op Educ 372-2461.
Century Label a Tag Co has openinga aval aeeng cuelom packaging
lo retailers CorrnvauNon paja baneMs $18 25K tvstyear eerrvngs
Cat Mr George Henry 362-7529
Sal Avon
For More Inlormallon
CM PhyBs. 3525833
SC4.SU
r Experiei e!
CounsMor poerboris open kidepen
dent King program for gate wth
primary dbujbflty d mentM retardation Cat 216-892-2018 or write
INOEP tic 487 Cattn Rd . Richmond
HIS . 01X0 44143

FOR SALE
Engish dart* 8 arreeeorlea
Pur eel s 8«e Shop
131 W Wooslei St 352 6264
la t true you can buy Jeep* for $44
through the U S Government? Oat
th* fact* today! Cal (312) 742-1142
axt 1794

Paaliai's

EAST

•

440 E. Court

TUESDAY

PREMIOMBEER
&
il
inside

All

$Q50

i
only

^

$21 Eaat Many 2-BsrmJ4 aeraon.
Near Offenheuer Towers. $e*0raerTensnt pays only

4 karm Ml 8. Preepect.
Can John ttewton Reel Eetste.
S84-H1J
SmavBogg* RantMHouass a Apt* lor 84-86 eohod
veer 382-9467 between 12-4 or
352-8917 after 8
Cenasr of E

Marry 8
0*1. "To
.TV, Only 1
Avail, eerty May. CsB )i2-*141 anyBaaa..
Apl-aummar.tal.310E CourtSt
Ph. 352-7756 ofsar 7 pm
Apt*, for rent laummar) Exeat location nssr campua 2 bdrm apta
Spsoaf summsr rasas 362-7856
Futn. bdrm spa) t house*
352 7454
Before 5
1 * 2 bdrm apta. a house. 9 mo .
12 mo . a summer leases 362-7454
Ibetweeii 1 00-4:00pm)
BO. APTS
818 822 Second St. 2 bdrm fum. 12
mo leeeee 362-7464 btwn 1:004:00.
.
CARTY RENTALS
311 E. Merry Mod* Apt. #6
2 bdrm apta for 4 students
$130VpereorV$585/semester
<lnd. hast, cable, water 8 sewage)
Also 1 bdrm. house 8 apt.
12 mo knee start n May
Summer RentMa M SpecM Retes
tor Houses noome-Apta
_PH0N6 362-7386

NEWIOVE MANAOEMENT
WE HAVE A IJltaOE VAIflaTTY
|Q PLEA8E EVtRYOSal. *JB*TALl!
AM OOMQ FAST. FOR A FREE

saocHHM CAU us-tsat
TleURSTt. MANOR APARTMENTS
At conoMoned, lua, carpeted, eat**
w«on. ettctstxta*. Isundry tarlil
Now weeing tor summer 8 fat
461 Thuratn Ava 352-5435
One bdrm turn apt) cloee to c*mpus 362 6239 betore S.
FAIL t SUaaMER RENTALS
2 SOfaiS-y, BLK TO CAMPUS
352-4871 day or 362 1 BOO eve
Vta.-atANOR APTS
vcl-MANOfl ANNEX
Acroae from campua accomodaeona
for 2-4 students lor summer A*
oand. t clean (Fat) 1-4 Student
accomodatKma
Cel 362-2868
C4JKT ATMC^PHERE.
' 2 bedroom nowty furreahsd apt)
Now rentng lor 84 85 FREE sate
■a TV Cal 352-2883
1 bdrm apt doee lo campus 84-85
school yeer 1-2B7-3341.
Summer rsraaa) 1 bdrm apta and 6
borm houae Ctoss to campus. 1267-3341.

3527571

SOUTH
945 S. Main St.

WEDNESDAY CVTHURSDAY

Pizza & Salad
Smorgasbord
From 11-2

OSU do a variety of difficult routines
which brought down BG's score.
"The judges were a little tight with
the points but they hit things you
couldn't argue with," Simpson said.
Despite the low scoring, the level of
play of his freshmen has Simpson
very optomistic for next season when
he hopes to regain the MAC title and a
higher
finish in the NCAA's.
Y
'It's an honor to be invited to the
NCAA's and we're quite happy with
our finish," he said."But next year,
who knows?"

Fal a Winter coaching positions open
for Eastwood Junior I Senior High
School Cat 833-3811 lor more
xilormabon.

JACK'S BAKERY

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
Cal 352-7305 after 5 30pm

Cleveland bound shuttle
NOT RUNNING MARCH 30
Approximately 1 weekend.

EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!

Natural

Bender was BG's top finisher in the
vault competition where she secured
17th place with a 9.05 mark. She was
also the top Falcon finisher in the
uneven parallel bars competition with
a score of 8.75.

Selling Club Meeting
Ptans lo be mode lor XU regatta
9 pm 222MSC
Pet Psychedl
TO ALL EOUCATX3N MAJORS:
THERE WILL BE AN SNEA MEETING
ON MARCH 27TH AT 7 PM IN
ROOM 112 BA THIS MEETING
WILL HAVE A SPEAKER TALKING
ABOUT TOUGH LOVE"

Kosmerl notched the highest place
of any Falcon as her 9.2 mark in the
balance beam found her a seventh
place spot. The Mentor native also
managed BG's top score in the floor
exercise as she attained 18th with a
score of 8.7. Fellow freshman Ellen
DiCola, a consistent performer all
year, nailed down 20th in the beam as
her routine earned an 8.55.
BECAUSE OF the high caliber of
competition, the judges tended to
favor flair over excecution. According to Simpson, teams like PSU and

were not up to her own high standards.
"It was my worst meet of the
year," Bender said. "My ankle bothered me; it didn't hurt but I wasn't
thinking right. It's not a good way to
end my career here."

You Can
Eal

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

' 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Spaghetti
Dinner

Lasagna
Dinner

Served with Garlic Bread

Served with Gsrtc Bread

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1
4
8
12
14
15
18
17
18
21
22
23
24
27
30
31
33
38
37
38
40
42
44
45
47
SB

Long-6**h«'""
Splashy resort*
Move deliberately
Pub potation*
Imperturbable
on*
Qlvs lor s while
Navy mascot
'On
.good
will toward men
Formal letter
Delete
Fixed routine
Cockney
residences
Of the loot
Foreknowledge
In the past
Fruit salad
contents
Long billed bird
Birds'basks
Sailor'*
conveyance
Cassette tiller
Kind ol therapy
Related loth*
moon
Zero
Striated
Imitation
lewels
Fun end game*

50 Bishop of Rom*
51 Christmas
music
53 Tykes' wear
56 Being
respectful
58 Faucet fsult
80 Ls* Etats
61 Have a hunch
62 Time past
63 Rosso'sports
84 Carry
65 Twoslike

DOWN
April Fool doing
African Illy
Bring In
OkMial
Skin leatura
islet
Plot
Agreeable
Grasslands
In the past
Presidential
monogram
13 Mm* about
14 Ealabaehe*
oneself
18 Push forward
1
2
3
4
5
8
7
9
9
10
11

20 Opera of a
sort
23 Actor Welles
24 Taste
sensation
2S Teen follower
26 Asimov character
27 Pleaeed will.
oneeell
28 Hug*
29 Silas Marner a
lostsr child
32 "
Oop"
34 Lengthy fish
36 Unsolicited gilt
38 Squaw's
backpack''
41 Lindbergh
43 Overjoyed
48 Most IsckluMer
48 Shabby
50 Oater
peacekeepers
51 Icecream
container
52 Came to rest
53 Inclination
54 Son ol Aphrodite
86 Father
58 Young pack
member
57 Recent Prefix
58 Deer lo one's
heart

p!-.T?!l

WELCOME BACK!

|!!L_pL_.r!!|

WE STILL HAVE A FEW
SELECT APARTMENTS FOR
SUMMER & NEXT FALL!

ANSWER TO rilEVIOUS FUZZU:
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WE HAVE SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE ••

CALL

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5620 or 352-1165

